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Abstract— Inferring AS-level end-to-end paths can be a valuable tool for both network operators and researchers. A widely
known technique for inferring end-to-end paths is to perform
traceroute from sources to destinations. Unfortunately, traceroute
requires the access to source machines and is resource consuming.
In this paper, we propose two algorithms for AS-level end-to-end
path inference. The key idea of our algorithm is to exploit the
AS paths appeared in BGP routing tables and infer AS paths
based on the ones. In addition, our algorithms infer AS paths on
the granularity of destination prefix instead of destination AS.
That is, we infer AS paths from any source AS to any destination
prefix. This is essential since routing in the Internet is determined
based on destination prefixes instead of destination ASs. The
validation results show that our algorithm yields accuracy up to
95% for exact match and accuracy up to 97% for path length
match. We further extend our algorithm to infer a set of potential
AS paths between a source AS and a destination prefix. We find
that on average, 86% of inferred AS path sets are accurate in the
sense that one of the paths in the set matches the actual AS path.
Note that our algorithms require BGP routing tables only and
do not require additional data trace or access to either sources
or destinations. In addition, we demonstrate that the accuracy
of this BGP-based inference approach cannot go beyond 90%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet has evolved into the largest man-made distributed system in the world. The selection of end-to-end
Internet paths depends on both routing protocols deployed and
a large number of network operators involved. Yet, the ability
to infer end-to-end Internet paths is essential for network
operators as well as network researchers to perform traffic
engineering, network diagnosis, and overlay network routing.
A well-known existing tool for inferring end-to-end paths
is to perform traceroute from a source host to a destination
host. However, traceroute is limited since it requires access
to source hosts and it is resource consuming given a large
set of paths are to be inferred. Access to a large collection
of hosts in the Internet is challenging due to the distributed
administration of Internet hosts. Although there have been
around 1000 traceroute/looking glass servers around the world
[5], the provided sources are still far too few given the
enormous scale and heterogeneity of the Internet.
Alternatively, BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) [13] routing
information collected at several public data repositories, such
as ROUTEVIEWS [4] and RIPE RIS [3], provides a relatively
comprehensive view of AS level topology. Although it is
infeasible to query the AS level paths from the BGP routers
of the more than 20,000 ASs on the Internet, the public
BGP information has been shown to be able to capture
relatively complete Internet AS-level topologies [6] and infer
AS commercial relationships [7]. Hopefully, the information

can be exploited to infer AS level end-to-end paths while
no need to access either the sources or the destinations and
perform the resource-consuming probing.
Nevertheless, the BGP-based AS Path inference is not
trivial. Internet path selection largely depends on routing
policies, which in turn are defined independently by network
operators in each individual AS and are seldom publicly
available. Mao et al [9] are the first to conduct an intensive
study on inferring AS paths between any two ASs based on
BGP routing information. Their algorithm assumes the shortest
AS path routing policy among available paths. They claimed
accuracy up to 60% in the sense that one of the inferred
shortest paths matches with the actual AS path, and accuracy
up to 62% in terms of path length match. They further propose
a novel scheme to infer the first AS hop by assuming the access
to destination hosts. The evaluation results show that given the
first AS hop information, the accuracy of path length match
can be improved up to around 70%.
The AS Path inference can benefit a broad spectrum of
network applications. For instance, in the overlay networks,
knowing the AS Paths between any two nodes helps to
find the nearest adjacent peering nodes in the AS-level [10].
Meanwhile, the information of AS Path length is also useful.
An example is that Tao et al [14] shows that the AS Path length
change dominates the end-to-end delay performance and can
be utilized to estimate the end-to-end delay in the overlay
network to choose the best relay nodes. Also, Gao et al [8]
find that the AS path length information can help conduct
ingress interdomain traffic engineering. In addition, knowing
all possible AS paths from a source AS to a destination prefix
is also helpful. In the overlay networks, the overlay links
should be disjoint so as to achieve independent underlay link
performance [10], [14]. The knowledge of all potential AS
Paths between nodes helps to explore the disjoint overlay links.
In this paper, we formulate two problems for AS path
inference. One is the single AS path inference problem, which
infers a single best AS path from an AS to a prefix. The other
one is the potential AS path inference problem, which infers a
set of AS paths from an AS to a prefix. Note that in contrast
to [9], we infer AS-level end-to-end paths on the granularity
of destination prefix instead of destination AS.
The key idea of our inference algorithms is to exploit the
known AS paths appeared in BGP routing tables. Using only
BGP routing tables, our algorithm can yield an accuracy of up
to 95% and 60% on average for exact match, i.e. the inferred
best path exactly matches the actual path. In terms of path
length match, our algorithm is able to yield an accuracy of
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up to 97% and 81% on average. Moreover, given the first
hop AS information, the average accuracy can be improved
to 78% for the exact match and 88% for path length match
respectively. For the potential AS path inference problem, we
find that by incorporating the path set stored at an AS node
for a destination prefix, the inferred AS path set contains the
actual AS path in 78% of our validation cases. Furthermore,
we can extend our algorithm to achieve average accuracy of
86% in the sense that one of the paths in the inferred path set
is the actual path although we limit the number of paths in the
path set to no more than 10 only. Meanwhile, our experiments
demonstrate that it is due to the incompleteness of AS graph
derived from BGP routing tables that the inference accuracy
cannot be higher than 90%. In this sense, our algorithm is able
to capture 95% of the inferable AS paths.
We further perform intensive experiments to validate the
robustness of our algorithms and examine the impact of the
selection of the BGP vantage points, which provide the BGP
routing tables for inference, on the accuracy. Besides that, despite the novel features that our algorithms have incorporated,
they are still simple, efficient, and able to provide near realtime inference results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The models
and the problem formulation are introduced in section 2.
Section 3 describes the details of the inference algorithms. In
section 4, we evaluate the inference accuracy of the algorithms.
Finally, section 5 summarizes the paper.
II. M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We model the Internet AS topology as an AS graph G =
(V, E) where V is the set of ASs and E is the set of AS peering
relationships. A path P in the AS graph is a loop-free sequence
of AS nodes, i.e. P = (vk vk−1 . . . v1 ) where vi 6= vj if i 6= j.
|P | represents the length of path P . We use φ to denote an
empty path whose length is 0. In the interdomain routing
system, two neighboring ASs exchange paths according to
their commercial agreements. Typically, the AS relationships
can be classified into three categories: provider-to-customer,
peer-to-peer and sibling-to-sibling. Each edge in the AS graph
is labeled with the types of the commercial relationships.
The AS path import and export policies complying with AS
relationships lead to the valley-free property of the AS paths in
an AS graph; that is, in a valid AS path, a provider-to-customer
or peer-to-peer edge should be followed by a provider-tocustomer edge only. In an AS graph with AS relationships
(for simplicity, still called as AS graph hereinafter), a valid
path must be loop-free and valley-free.

In an AS graph, two valid paths can be concatenated into one valid path, i.e. (vi . . . v1 ) + (uj . . . u1 ) =
(vi . . . v1 uj . . . u1 ) if the new path is both loop-free and valleyfree; otherwise, the result is an empty path φ. We can compute
the shortest valley-free paths from an AS to another AS in an
AS graph, as has been done in [9]. However, BGP routing
tables provide the AS path information in the granularity
of a source AS and a destination prefix. In order to infer
the AS paths specific to destination prefixes, the topological
information of the prefixes should be encoded into the AS
graph. As shown in Figure 1, we also model the destination
prefixes as nodes. The AS-prefix graph G = (V, VP , E, Ep )
is composed of not only AS set V and the AS edge set E but
also the prefix set Vp and the AS-prefix edge set Ep , which
comprises of links connecting ASs to their originated prefixes.
Note that a prefix is attached to the ASs that originate it. Thus
a prefix might connect to multiple ASs, as is known as MOAS
(Multiple Origin AS) [15]. A path in an AS-prefix graph can
append a prefix at the end of the path, but a prefix cannot
appear at the other positions of the path. The length of a path
only counts for the number of ASs that the path includes.
For a prefix p, an AS u maintains a path set rib in(u)[p]
that contains all the feasible paths from u to p learned from
its neighbors. Among these paths, u will choose the best
one, denoted by path(u)[p], as its path to p with a best path
comparison procedure bestpathu,p () [1]. BGP is specified as
a policy-based routing protocol. The route selection at each
individual AS is determined by the local routing policies,
which is usually seen as confidential and seldom published.
However, the routing policies of each AS can be arbitrarily
configured and largely independent of the configurations of
the other ASs. Therefore it is challenging to infer the AS paths
only relying on the public information.
The objective of the paper is to infer the exact AS path that
an AS uses to reach a destination prefix based on the public
BGP routing information, which is referred to as the single
AS path inference problem. Besides this, we also propose an
alternative of the single AS path inference problem, i.e. the
potential AS path inference problem: to infer a set of AS paths
from a source AS to a destination prefixes and some of these
paths are potentially the actual paths that the source AS uses
to reach the destination prefix.
III. I NFERENCE A LGORITHMS
We proposed two algorithms to solve the single AS path inference problem and the potential AS path inference problem.
We exploit the BGP routing tables from several vantage points
to infer the AS paths. Because we utilize BGP routing tables
as the basis of our inference algorithm, we are able to provide
near real-time inference results based on the most recent BGP
table dumps. We have setup a website [11] to provide an online
AS path inference service. Users are able to access the most
up-to-date inference results through the provided interfaces.
We hope that it provide a general-purpose AS path inference
service to the research communities.

INITACTIVE Q UEUE (p, queue, G, baseASset)

1 for v ∈ baseASset
2 do append v to queue
3
path(v)[p] ← sure path of v
4
sort rib in(v)[p]
KNOWN PATH (p, G
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= (V, E), baseASset)
queue ← ∅
INITACTIVE Q UEUE (p, queue, G, baseASset)
while queue 6= ∅
do u ← POP(queue, 0)
for v ∈ u.peers
do if v ∈
/ baseASset and (v) + Pu 6= φ
then tmpp ← rib in(v)[p][0]
update rib in(v)[p] with new path (v) + Pu
sort rib in(v)[p]
if tmpp 6= rib in(v)[p][0] and v ∈
/ queue
then append v to queue

return {rib in(u)|∀u ∈ V }

Fig. 2.

Pseudocode of K NOWN PATH algorithm

Similar to [9], we applies SPF-like (Shortest Path First)
algorithms to compute the AS paths in an AS graph. Two
major features distinguish our algorithms from [9].
A. Incorporating Known Paths
The AS graph is extracted from the BGP tables of N given
vantage point ASs. Thus for each destination prefix p, we
have already known at most N known paths to this destination
before we perform the inference algorithm. Because [9] does
not utilize these known paths, it does not guarantee the
inference accuracy even for the vantage point ASs themselves.
The intuition of our algorithm is to incorporating these known
paths into the inference process.
Suppose that path loc rib(vk )[p] = Pk = (vk vk−1 . . . v1 p)
is the known path of a vantage point AS vk to a destination
prefix p. According to the BGP specification, the best paths
of vk is actually derived from one of the best paths of vk1
Pk−1 with path concatenation. Thus, one of the best paths of
vk1 to p at this time is the sub-path Pk1 = (vk−1 . . . v1 p).
Similarly, we can get the best paths for vk−2 , . . . , v1 . Thus,
we can derive (k1) additional paths from a known path of
length k. We call both the known path Pk and the derived
path Pk1 , . . . , P1 as sure paths. The ASs that have the sure
paths are called as the base ASs.
The inference algorithm, which is called K NOWN PATH,
starts from the initial state in which all the base ASs install
their sure paths. Then the algorithm computes the shortest
paths for all the other ASs by extending the sure paths.
The length of the extended part is called unsure length.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The
algorithm maintains a global variable queue which stores the
ASs whose best paths have been changed. In the initial state,
all the base ASs install their sure paths and thus are put into
queue. Later, in each iteration, an AS in the at the head of the
queue is pop out and to propagate its best path to its neighbors.
If the best path of one of its neighbors changes, this neighbor
will be put into queue. Note that the base ASs will never
be added into queue after the initial round. At each node u,
we apply SPF-like path comparison procedures to compare
the paths in rib in(u)[p], which are sorted in descending

MULTI PATHS (p, G
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= (V, E), baseASset, M )
queue ← ∅
INITACTIVE Q UEUE (p, queue, G, baseASset)
while queue 6= ∅
do u ← POP(queue, 0)
for v ∈ u.peers
do if v ∈
/ baseASset
then tmpps ← path(v)[p][0 · · · M ]
update path(v)[p] with {(v) + path(u)[p][0 · · · M ]}
sort path(v)[p]
if tmpps 6= path(v)[p][0 · · · M ]
then append v to queue
return {rib in(u)|∀u ∈ V }

Fig. 3.

Pseudocode of M ULTI PATHS algorithm

order of preference. Accordingly, the first path in rib in(u)[p]
is the best one, and the first M paths in rib in(u)[p] are
the best M paths given the path comparison procedures. We
utilized several heuristics in the path comparison procedures
to improve the inference accuracy. The details of the heuristics
can be found in our technical report [12].
B. Incorporating Multiple Paths
A disadvantage of the single path inference algorithm is
that the inference inaccuracy of the predecessor ASs will be
inherited by the successor ASs. Thus the inference accuracy
of the best path will exponentially decrease with the growth
of the unsure length. However, if we look at the first M paths
in rib in of an AS instead of the first one, the probability
that the actual path shows in them is significantly higher than
the probability that the first one exactly matches the actual
path. If the first M paths are allowed to be propagated to the
neighbors, the successor ASs will have higher chance to obtain
the correct path. Consequently, we are more likely to find the
correct path in the successors rib in(u)[p]s and the inference
accuracy for the potential AS path inference problem will
be improved. Therefore, we further extend the K NOWN PATH
algorithm to support the advertisement of multiple paths
between ASs, which is called M ULTI PATHS. The pseudocode
is as shown in Figure 3.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION
A. Inference Accuracy Evaluation
We use the routing tables collected from ROUTEVIEWS
[4], RIPE RIS project [3] and CERNET BGP VIEW [2] at
16:00 PM GMT, Oct. 10, 2004, to examine the inference
accuracy of the algorithms. The data set contains 67 complete
BGP routing tables. We use 41 from ROUTEVIEWS as
the vantage point ASs to construct the inference database.
Based on the BGP tables of these ASs, we construct the ASprefix topology, infer the AS relationships, and then perform
the algorithms. The AS relationship inference algorithm in
[7] is adopted in this paper. We use the routing tables of
the remaining 21 ASs for evaluation. The details about the
selection of these ASs are discussed in our technical report
[12]. In the M ULTI PATHS algorithm, the number of propagated
multiple paths is set to 3. For the sake of comparison, we also
check the performance of the basic inference algorithm that
incorporates neither known paths nor multiple paths, called
N O PATH, which is similar to the algorithm used in [9].

TABLE I
AVERAGE I NFERENCE ACCURACY OF THE ALGORITHMS (%)

N O PATH
N O PATH w/ first hop
K NOWN PATH
K NOWN PATH w/ first hop
M ULTI PATHS
M ULTI PATHS w/ first hop
N O PATH for Vantage Points ASs

longer

shorter

5
7
6
8
8
10
0

25
16
15
4
10
3
24

length
match
69
78
78
88
81
87
76

exact
match
33
51
60
77
59
77
40

one
match
49
52
78
78
86
86
73

0.9
percentage of match in K

Upper bounds on inference accuracy: Before validation,
we first investigate how the inaccuracy in the topology information of the resulting AS-prefix graph impact the performance of the AS path inference algorithm. We found that 10%
of the paths in the evaluation tables cannot be inferred due to
missing links and 0.5% due to valley paths. The existence of
these uninferable paths imposes an upper bound of around
89.5% to the AS path inference accuracy.
Several metrics are examined for the purpose of evaluation.
For an examined AS u and a particular prefix p, by comparing
the path lengths of the inferred path and the actual path it is
using, the result can be longer, shorter or length match; by
checking whether its actual path is the inferred best path or
just shows in the inferred rib in, the result can be exact match
(the inferred best path is the actual path) or one match (one of
the paths in the rib in matches the actual path). Besides these
metrics, we also define a metric match in K, which indicates
whether the actual path shows in the first K paths in the rib in.
The metrics longer, shorter, length match and exact match are
used for the evaluation of the single AS path inference problem
and the metrics one match and match in K are for the potential
AS path inference problem. Note that due to the inaccuracy
of the AS-prefix graphs, including the incompleteness of the
topology and the inaccuracy of the AS relationships, there
exists some AS paths that cannot be inferred no matter how
the inference algorithms are designed. The limitation imposes
an upper bound on the inference accuracy. In order to show the
performance of the algorithms with regard to the limitations,
we also indicate the inference upper bounds for each AS with
a metric called upper bound in the experiments.
Besides, [9] also developed a novel technique to detect the
first AS hop that a source AS will use to reach a destination.
They showed that if the first AS hop information had been
provided, their inference accuracy of length match could be
significantly improved by up to 15%. In this paper, we also
check how the performance of the algorithms can be improved
by incorporating the first AS hop information assuming that
the information had been available beforehand.
Curves in Figure 4 show the performance of K NOWN PATH
algorithm for the 21 evaluation ASs. The x axis represents
the indexes of the evaluation ASs and the y axis shows the
value of each metric. Figure 4(a) shows the performance of the
algorithm without incorporating the first AS hop information.
We find the performance various for different ASs. In terms of
exact match, the best case is up to 95% while the worst case
is only 16%. The average accuracy over all the evaluation
ASs is around 60%. Figure 4(b) shows the accuracy of the
algorithm with the first AS hop information. It shows that
by incorporating the first AS hop information into AS path
inference, the performance of the K NOWN PATH algorithm is
improved significantly. The best case is up to 97% while the
worse case is 54%. The average accuracy is improved to 78%.
For the purpose of comparing the performance of the
various algorithms, the averages of each metric in different
scenarios are listed in Table I. We can find the influence
of different factors on the inference accuracy. By leveraging
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Distribution of metric match in K v.s. K

known paths, there is a 27% improvement in terms of exact
match from 33% to 60% and a 9% improvement in terms
of length match from 69% to 78%. Furthermore, if the first
AS hop information is given, there is another 18% gain in
exact match to 78% and another 10% improvements in length
match to 88%. In addition, since the M ULTI PATHS algorithm
adopts the same path comparison procedure as K NOWN PATH,
there is no distinct differences for the performance metrics
pertaining to the single AS path inference problem. On the
other hand, for the performance related to the potential AS
path inference problem, the M ULTI PATHS algorithms yields
an average accuracy of as high as 86% for one match, which
is about 95% of the inference upper bound (90%).
Furthermore, we also check the inference accuracy of the
basic algorithm N O PATH for the vantage point ASs. Note
that the routing tables of these ASs are used to construct the
AS graph, which is the basis of the AS path inference. The
results are shown in the last row of Table I. It shows that the
algorithm only yields an average accuracy of 40% in terms of
exact match and 73% in terms of one match despite that fact
that these AS paths have already been known. In contrast, our
algorithms guarantee 100% inference accuracy for these ASs.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of average value of the
performance metric match in K against the value of K for
different algorithms and scenarios. For the K NOWN PATH algorithm, we observe a sharp increase in the first 5 paths. Later,
the improvement of the metric becomes marginal. Therefore, if
we lower the objective of the single AS path inference problem
to solve the easier potential AS path inference problem, the
accuracy can be increased. This also further confirms the
intuition behind the M ULTI PATHS algorithm. Figure 5 shows
that there is an 8% improvement in one match to 86% if we
allow multiple paths advertised to the neighbors. We can also
observe the similar sharp increase of the inference accuracy
in the first few paths. It shows that we can find nearly 86%
paths within the first 10 paths. In addition, we found that the
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Fig. 4. Inference accuracy of the K NOWN PATH algorithm

incorporation of first hop AS information does not improve the
performance of one match but it does improve the performance
of exact match, i.e. it helps the algorithm to identify the best
paths among the inferred paths.
B. The Impact of the Data Sets on Inference Accuracy
Because of the limitation of the available data sources, we
can evaluate the performance of our algorithms for a limited
number of vantage point ASs and evaluation ASs only. It
seems unconvincing to conclude that our algorithms could
yield the similar inference accuracy for the rest of the ASs.
However, extensive experiments, which we take to exam the
inference accuracy of the algorithms for various combinations
of the vantage point ASs and the evaluation ASs, show that the
performance of the algorithm is independent of the selection
of the vantage point ASs and the evaluation ASs. The major
findings are summarized as follows.
At first, we fixed the number of the vantage point ASs and
tried different sets of the vantage point ASs to infer the AS
paths for several sets of evaluation ASs. We found that the
influence of the selection of the AS sets on the inference
accuracy is minor with regard to the number of the vantage
point ASs.
Second, we examined the impact of the number of vantage
point ASs on the performance. We find that by incorporating the BGP data of more vantage points, the accuracy is
improved. But the improvement brought from the additional
vantage becomes marginal when more vantage points are
added. The observation suggests that we are able to achieve
adequate performance by exploiting the BGP routing tables of
a moderate number of vantage points.
In addition, we also checked the inference accuracy of the
algorithms for the data sets collected on the other three dates:
7/10/2004, 12/22/2004 and 3/20/2005, which are randomly
selected. It is found that the performance seems rather stable
over time.
Therefore, we believe that the algorithms could guarantee
the similar performance for most of the ASs in the Internet
despite of the selection of the data sets. Due to the page
limitation, the details can be found in our technical report
[12].
V. S UMMARIES
In this paper, we proposed several novel techniques to solve
the single AS path inference problem and the potential AS

path inference problem. At first, by introducing the topological
information of the destination prefixes into the AS graph, we
are able to infer the AS paths specific to prefixes instead
of ASs. Second, by incorporating the known paths of the
vantage points into inference process, our algorithms achieve
an average accuracy of 60% in terms of exact match and an
average accuracy of 81% in terms of length match for the
single AS path inference problem. At last, by incorporating
multiple potential paths in the inference process, our algorithm
achieves an average accuracy of 86% in terms of one match
for the potential AS path inference problem.
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